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ABSTRACT

Argonne National Laboratory, a Department of Energy research facility, has developed an emergency
planning GIS to support the U.S. Army Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Program. This
system provides for easy production of maps, reports, and analyses for the development and revision
of emergency response plans. To develop the database, facilities and populations of concern m a
six-county area around Anniston Army Depot, Alabama, were identified and geolocated using
geocoded addresses. Geocodrng accuracy was enhanced by using local databases to improve TIGER
street data. A customized user interface was implemented in ArcView, with most of the database
residing in Oracle.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emergencies happen every day. Many are caused by storms or auto accidents and can
be planned for, if not predicted. Emergencies resulting from natural hazards often affect a
large number of people, and planning for them can be difficult, since knowledge of the needs
of the people involved is generally unavailable. Emergencies resulting from accidents at
industrial and military facilities can also be large scale in nature if people must be evacuated or
sheltered in place. Federal planning for large scale emergencies is the responsibility of the
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), which provides assistance to various
emergency management agencies at the national, state and local level.

One of the challenges presently facing several local emergency management agencies in
Alabama is preparing for the possibility of an accidental release of hazardous chemical agents
stored at a local military base. The issue is particularly important because in 1986, Congress
directed the U.S. Army to destroy its entire stockpile of chemical weapons (Public Law No. 99-
145). Although studies show that risks associated with chemical weapons are greater during
storage, emergency planners must anticipate the possibility of an accident occurring in the process
of moving, disassembling, and destroying these weapons (U.S. Army, 1988). The United States
unitary chemical weapons stockpile is stored at eight installations in the continental United States
and includes both nerve agents and blister agents. Nerve agents are the most lethal of the

chemical warfare agents with lethal intoxication resulting in the failure of the nervous system to
operate properly. Blister agents affect the eyes and lungs and blister the skin and can be lethal if
inhaled in large enough doses (Tanzman and Olshansky, 1994).

In August 1988, under the terms of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed by
the Army and FEMA, the Army is responsible for developing on-post preparedness plans, while
FEMA is responsible for developing off-post preparedness plans, upgrading off-post response
capabilities, and conducting off-post training. These obligations were integrated into a program
called the Chemical Stockpile Emergency Preparedness Program (CSEPP) (see FEMA, 2000).
Although the CSEP Program presents some unique emergency planning challenges, the lessons

that can be learned from this effort can be applied to other hazards as well. This is immediately
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apparent from the May 27, 2000 derailment in Eunice, Louisiana of 34 train cars loaded with
hazardous chemicals to see that many of the problems posed by emergency planning for a

chemical weapons agent release are shared by other hazards as well (New York Times on the
Web, 2000). The notion that emergency planning shares common functions underlies the decision
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency to include the CSEP Program in its “all-hazards”
planning approach (CSEPP, 1993). The CSEP Program’s official planning guidance
operationalizes this approach by suggesting that state and local CSEP emergency plans “should
be appended to the existing all-hazards emergency plan. ” (CSEPP, 1998).

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), supported by FEMA and at the direction of the State
of Alabama, is presently developing the Alabama Planning Toolkit (APT). APT is a Geographic
Information System (GIS) based planning system designed for one of the CSEPP sites, the
Anniston Army Depot in the northeastern part of the state (Figure 1). Some 2,254 tons of
chemical weapons agent, including most agent and munitions types, are stored at the Depot. APT
is designed to support emergency planners as they address emergency management issues, and
includes capabilities that support the collection and importing of data, the review of data in a
spatial context, and GM tools for emergency planning.
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Figure 1. Location of Anniston Army Depot located within a six-county project area.

The requirements for APT were developed through a series of meetings and workshops at which
staff from the Alabama Emergency Management Agency (AEMA) and the six counties surrounding the
Depot met with ANL staff and others. The emergency planning effort includes the installation of Tone
Alert Radios (TARs), sirens, emergency radio messages, and cable interrupt messages that will be used to
alert the proximate population in the event of an incident at the Depot. Because it is highly likely that not
all people will be able to comply with government instructions that will follow an alert made using these
methods, a public safety survey was included as a part of FEMA’s strategy to ident~ all such persons
subject to an alert at the Depot. The purpose of the survey was to identi& individuals with special needs,
including the mobility impaired or persons too young to drive. Groups needing special assistance
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included those at public congregation areas (churches, shopping malls, hotels, etc.), facilities with
controlled populations (hospitals, schools, nursing homes, etc.), and places of employment. Some
groups, such as hospital patients, require specialized assistance. The sheer size of other groups requires
emergency plans, for example, large businesses in the area have as many as 500 employees, high schools
often have as many as 800 persons at any given time, and the Talladega Superspeedway can attract nearly
200,000 people during a race.

Two planning zones are used for emergency planning for the Anniston Army Depot (Figure 2).
The Immediate Response Zone (LRZ) is an area 8-10 miles from the Depot where the response to an
accident would be the most urgent. The Protective Action Zone (PAZ) is an area up to 30 miles from the
Depot, beyond the IRZ, that would still be affected by a chemical release at the Depot, but where the
response &y not require the same level of urgency as would be the case in the ~.

—

Figure 2: CSEPP Emergency management planning zones for the Armiston Army Depot.
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Other software designed to support emergency management near CSEPP sites is available. The
Emergency Management Information System (EMIS) and the Federal Emergency Management
Information System (FEMIS) (pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 1995) are two of the systems that
serve this purpose. APT difllers fi-om these systems in that it is not designed for response, only for
planning to assist those with special needs, and contains a great deal of data to support planning for the
six-county area around the Depot. APT is designed to co-exist with other ArcView-based systems such
as FEMIS.

The Alabama Planning Toolkit (APT)

APT is used to create plans for responding to conceivable emergencies. It is designed to
simplify preparing and maintaining maps that include selected evacuation routes, selected control
points for managing traflic flows, and descriptive text regarding actions to be performed by
emergency response personnel. APT presents relevant tiormation to the planner in a graphical
interfhce to reduce the effort needed to prepare plans that include evacuation routes and traffic
flow control points. Although APT was explicitly designed for preparing response plans for
conceivable events at the Anniston Army Depot, it is a general-purpose tool suitable for planning
for other emergency events.

The system has three main components: 1) databases of persons, locations, and facilities needing
special emergency planning efforts; 2) map locations of these persons, locations and facilities; and 3) the
interface containing the tools that allow planners to integrate these features with existing databases and
systems. The general structure of the data tables and the queries they needed to support were determined
at a series of workshops undertaken in the spring of 1999.

One of the challenges faced in developing APT was locating persons and facilities based upon the
list of addresses developed from public data, the surveys, and other project-specific data collection
efforts. The process of locating persons on a map using their address (geocoding) requires an accurate
map with accurate addresses. This information is rarely available at the quality this work requires, and so
it was necessary to develop a process and tools to support the development of a street layer of suilicient
quality.

The customized user interface is designed as a set of ArcView extensions containing the tools
needed to support two basic activities. These are 1) updating the &t& and 2) using the data to prepare
response plans. Maintenance of the data is accomplished by either loading external files or directly
editing existing files. The process of preparing and editing plans involves using the tools to present the
data in an easily viewed map format, with the routes and control points then selected or drawn in. Text
notes for each plan are used to clari@ the graphics. Reports generally consist of maps from the main
interfice or tabular reports drawing from the Oracle database. The tools take advantage of existing
Oracle databases installed at each of the six county Emergency Operations Centers (EOCS) and at the
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State of Alabama EOC. Because existing systems at these locations include Oracle databases running on
SUN servers, the clients specified the use of this support structure for the tools.

The users of these tools are often self-supporting when it comes to daily computer operations.
Although the State and a few of the county EMCS have dedicated staff expertise in some of the
technologies upon which these systems are base~ in general, the counties do not have sufficient
personnel to dedicate staff to the areas of Oracle administratio~ SUN Solaris administratiorq ArcView
development, and general desktop computer support. It is expected that staff turnover at these
organizations is inevitable and training may need to be done by the existing staff. While some training
will be given upon delivery of the system to each county, for these reasons, it was necessary to produce
seli%dlicient, standalone training, help, and system documentation.

The remainder of this paper is in five sections. The next section descriis the capabilities
of APT and the user rnterthce, followed by sections covering database development and
maintenance, street editing and geocoding, and the electronic help file documentation.

II. SYSTEM CAPABILITIES AND USER INTERFACE

System Components

The APT is designed to make data tables and GIS layers that were compiled and produced
for the project more accessible and more useiid to planners. The interfhce has two main
components that operate as ArcView extensions. The first is the planning toolkit, which allows
the user to query and examine data, create and retrieve emergency response plans, and generate
maps and reports. The second is for database maintenance, including tools to edit street
addressing, look up supporting hdiorrnation efficiently, and maintain the supporting database
tables.

The planning toolkit extension is centered on a set of planning zones that were identified
by emergency response agencies for the Anniston Army Depot, and a table of predetermined
emergency events that are to be analyzed and planned for. Each emergency event has a unique ID
number and identifies the set of planning zones relevant to it. Users can also define their own
emergency events, speci& the planning zones they cover, and formulate plans for them. When an
emergency event is selected for planning, a map of the planning zones and supporting GIS layers
associated with the event is generated (Figure 3), and tools to conduct planning are enabled. The
planning tools (Figure 4) include customized menus, buttons, tools, and windows, as well as
standard ArcView functionality. Database activities essential to planning have been customized
and made simple for the user; however, knowledgeable ArcView users still have access to the
standard ArcView tools with which they are familiar. The written p~ reports, and maps
generated by the system are stored and can be recalled rapidly later. Although it is essential to
maintain a hard copy version of the plans, many elements of the electronic plans are dynamic and
will reflect changes in the database when they are reopened on the system. Based on this
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informatio~ users may revise their planning decisions that are stored but not automatically
revised.

Figure 3. Example APT planning map view showing a hypothetical event covering 19 planning zones and showing
hypothetical evacuation routes and control points.



,

Figure 4. Examples of APT customized interface tools for emergency planning.

Tools for database maintenance were designed to support emergency planning for the
Anniston Army Depot, yet also generic enough to adapt to a wider range of uses in emergency
management such as responding to floods, tornados, etc. The street editing tools mentioned
earlier are part of this maintenance extension. A location editor tool manages edits to coordinates
in the point data themes. This tool can be used to input or edit locations based on street address,
map coordinate, or by clicking within the map view. Similarly, a table editor tool manages edits
to many of the supporting data tables. As the database is maintained changes to the underlying
database are available to planners as background data for planning. If changes are significant, it
may be important to revisit and revise previously stored plans.
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Architecture

The software is written primarily in Avenue, the ArcView scripting language, and is
implemented as extensions that run under a standard ArcView 3.1 or 3.2 installation on Windows
NT. The ArcView extensions use several other software programs to support file access,
database access, report generatio~ and plan editing. These include Hummin gbird NFS Maestro
(or Samba) for access to a Unix server, Oracle with an ODBC connection for data storage and
retriev~ Seagate Crystal Reports (bundled with ArcView) for report generatio~ and Mierosofl
Word for the plan documents (Figure 5). This design follows contractual requirements, but it
would take minimal effort to tailor the system to a local file system different database software,
or difi?erent word processing soflware. Several other software packages were used to support
system and database development. Table 1 summariz es the software components used for
development and on the end user system.
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Figure 5. APT system architecture.
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Software Vendor Development/End Use Purpose I

ArcView 3.1 ESRI Both GIS and Core Intertlwe

CrystalReports Seagate Soilsvare Both Reports

NFs Maestro Hummingbird Both Network Connectivity

Oracle Oracle Both Data Storage and
Management

Word Microsoil

RoboHELP BlueSky Soflsvare Development Help File and
Documentation Authoring

ZP4 Semaphore Development Address Quality
Improvement

Access Microsoft

ArcfInfio ESRI Development GIS File Preparation and
Editing

Avenue Script Editing Gary Greenberg Development Avenue Programming Tools

PhotoShop Adobe Development Development Development of Interfhce
Icons and Documentation
Figures

Some Programming Issues and Approaches

Development of some of the editing tools for the addressed street layer was one of the
significant challenges of the project. Many capabilities not existing in ArcView were added as
easy-to-use tools that increase editing productivity and validate addressing input as it is being
entered. Figure 6 shows the address editor tool used to revise addressing attributes for an
individual street in the GIS layer. Six other tools allow users to ad~ delete, split, combine, reverse
the direction of and redigitize street lines directly on the map. Many of the tool elements, such as
a list of valid street type abbreviations, are loaded from text configuration files that can be easily
modified by the end user. During editing activities, the user often needs to consult several sources
of data, either in tables or GIS layers. For these fi.mctions, the Location Finder and Table Lookup
tools were produced (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Example windows from the Location Finder and Table Lookup tools,
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Another challenge was allowing both coordinates and attributes of point layers to be
stored m the database, while giving the user access to ArcView geocoding tools. ArcView event
themes were used as the means of converting a table with coordinates to a map layer; however,
the geocoding tools provided with ArcView do their work with Shapefiles on disk. The system
also provides alternate methods of locating points (by coordinate or by mouse click) for cases
when geocoding fails or the user wants to improve the accuracy of the location. APT takes
advantage of standard ArcView geocoding fb.nationality and augments it with a procedure to
store the results m Oracle and display the locations as an ArcView event theme.

Crystal Reports, which is bundled with ArcView, was used for report generation in the
system. This software allows attractive report templates to be designed and populated with
specific results generated by the system. Reports corresponding to planning events were designed
for the system along with the interf%ce to produce a specific report and store it for fbture access.
The generated reports can also be reviewed outside APT, and contents can be updated against the
database when the report is opened at a later time. This approach was not without difficulties,
however, as it is very time-consuming to design reports, and they can be very sensitive to changes
in the database or configuration of the database connection. Many files are necessary to create a
report, and these must be present for the reports to be properly generated.

Many resources were used to make programming of the system interface more productive.
These are summariz ed in a section at the end of this paper. Unfortunately, the Avenue

amrning resources maybe of limited value to others for fbture projects because of theprogr
changing architecture of ESRI soflware products and the lack of support of Avenue m fi.du.re
releases.

III. DATABASE DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, AND MAINTENANCE

Designing and Compiling the Database

Emergency planning database information was organized into three categories and stored
as a series of database tables (Table 2). The first database category pertains to persons who may
need assistance in the event of an accident. This table was populated using six complementary
data-gathering methods. An explanation of the survey goals, data collecte~ and methods used
was provided to participants in the survey (Argonne National Laboratory, 1999c). The second
database category contains two data sets: places of employment and special facilities. Noise was
an important tictor for places of employment because of the audible alarm systems being used.
The third category contains data on emergency events and control points used by emergency
response personnel during activities. The confidentialityy of this data is being protected in
accordance with Alabama law.

The primary source of data in the Event table and Control Point table is FEMIS, which
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contains models and data related to Anniston Chemical Activity. Tools in APT allow emergency
planners to define and add their own event descriptions to the data in FEMIS according to their
needs. These user-defined events might include man-made events or natural events such as
tornadoes, floods, and fires. The Control Point data is important for planning evacuations and
other protective actions. TrafEc control points, for example, are road intersections on an
evacuation route where a police officer or other official controls the direction of traffic. The
information associated with these points includes the maximum tratlic throughput and the
estimated time for a responder to reach the point. While event and control point tables were
compiled from existrng FEMIS tables, they will be augmented and revised by county Emergency
Management Agency (EMA) personnel who use the system.

Table 2. Main APT database tables with functional descnDtions and data sources.

Table Name Description Data Sources
Facilities A combination of two project data sets: places of In compiling these dam multiple &ta sources were

employment and special facilities. Places of used because no single data set provided total
employment include large businesses, coverage and accuracy. Resources included more
marmfheturing fiwilities with a high noise than eight electronic data sources and approximately
environment, large indoor construction projects, 20 hardcopy sources
outdoor construction projects with high noise
environments, and high noise indoor
commercial areas (Argonne National
Laboratory, 1999a). Special thcilities include
public congregation centers (stadiums,
churches, etc.) and facilities with controlled
populations and special population groups
(hospitals, schools, day care centers, etc.).
(Argonne National Laboratory, 1999b). This
table includes extensive information about the
type of facility, contact persons, numbers of
individuals, and other issues requiring the
consideration of planners.

Persons List ofpersons who may need assistance to protect Persons returning a self-registration fin-m distributed

themselves in the unlikely event of an accidental by saturation mail@, individuals identified
release of chemical weapons agent currently during a 10% random mai~ phone, and personal
stored at the Anniston Chemical Activity. interview survey, personal referrals;

neighborhood opinion leader and community
leader referrals; persons identified by agencies
and organizations who come in frequent contact
with persons who might need assistance.

Event List of events requiring various zones to evacuate or Federal Emergency Management Information
take shelter. System (FEMIS) and Emergency Management

Agencies (EMAs).
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Control Traffic control points (TCPS), access control points FEMIS and EMAs.
Points (ACPS), and emergency control points (ECPS)

with description, information about up to three
responders, maximum throughput, and time
necessary to establish the control point.

Resources Locations of emergency supplies, such as shelters, County EMAs.
blankets, fo@ water, and other items.

The data tables are designed to be as self-explanatory as possible by using descriptive field
names and descriptive data in fields rather than codes found in many of the source databases. For
example, instead of using a FIRS field containing “121” corresponding to Talladega County, a
CountyName field was populated with “Talladega.” Also, there were numerous ways of codrng
employment information in the various data sources. Some i%cilities included a letter code for the
number of employees (e.g., B = 5-9) and also a reported number (e.g., 7). As this code would be
cryptic to a user and difllcult to use in a query, this information was converted to fields containing
the minimum and maximum number of employees. If an exact number was specified it would be
used for both the minimum and maximum. If only a range code such as “B” was provide~ it was
also converted to a minimum and maximum value. A relational design with lookup tables for
codes was considered but the added complexity was not practical for use with Crystal Reports or
with the interface tools to edit the data.

Oracle was chosen as the database backend, both because of its capabilities and its
compatl%ility with FEMI S used at the EMAs. The Oracle database for APT will run as a separate
Oracle instance. Client Windows NT systems running ArcView require an Oracle driver and an
ODBC connection to access the Oracle database, which is on a Unix server.

Maintaining the Database

Database maintenance is essential to keep the database viable for filu.re planning activities.
Maintenance involves many levels of the syste~ such as updating the addressed street layer used

for geocoding, adding or deleting geolocated points in one of the planning data layers, revising
tabular information such as a contact name, and updating emergency plans that are dependent on
the underlying data.

Maintenance of the Facilities table will involve comparing existing data with yearly
updates horn commercial and state agency databases (R. L. Polk, Dunn and Bradstreet, Alabama
Department of Education). Mismatches will be flagged for manual checking, rather than using an
automated update, so that corrections made previously by Argonne and CSEPP planners will be
preserved. For the Persons table, the procedure will use a Microsoft Access database with forms
to standardize data from various sources, which include license plate dat~ surveys, and local
knowledge. The data will then be exported into Oracle and checked against existing APT tables
for duplicates.
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IV. STREET MAP EDITING AND GEOCODING

Street Layer Sources and Their Limitations

In order to make collected databases more usefid for emergency planning in a GIS
context, the mailing addresses in the tables were geocoded against a GIS street layer with
addressing ranges defined. TIGER/Line DATA files (Topologically Integrated Geographic
Encoding and Referencing), produced by the U.S. Census Bureau were obtained m ArcView
Shapefile format from Cross Streets, Inc. (www.cstreets.corn). These files were used to develop
the initial base layer of streets with address ranges for all six counties. Later in the project, two of
the counties provided street layers for their areas with addressing attributes superior to the
publicly available TIGER data. Other commercial sources of addressed street layers were
considered but were prohibitively expensive for delivery of the system to the seven final
installation sites.

TIGEWLine DATA tiles form the base map for the collectio~ organizatio~ and reporting
of census data by the U.S. Census Bureau. The files were developed for the 1990 decennial
census and were created by using a compilation of data sources. Ninety-eight percent of the
territory covered by TIGER was created by digitizing USGS 1:100,000 scale maps. Features for
the urbanized portions of Metropolitan Areas was obtained from the Bureau’s GBF/DIME files,
and remaining information was acquired from various other map sheets (U.S. Census Bureau
1996). Additional information regarding TIGER files can be found on the Internet at
http:llwmv.census. gov\geohvwwlti~erioverview.html.

Although TIGER street layers are frequently used for geocoding addresses, there are
many problems inherent with the data files. Many street segments do not have names or address
ranges, have incorrect names or address ranges, have inconsistent names for the same street, use
alias names that are not mail-deliverable street names, are not spatially accurate or even
representative of the actual street, and have incorrect or missing zip codes.

For the six-county area covered by the project, the TIGER data were categorized by
addressing status to better understand the capability of the layer to support geocoding. Figure 8
shows a map of the initial six-county street layer with the streets categorized by street addressing
status. In this initial layer, only 27°A of the streets had both name and address attributes. As
indicated m Table 3, there was quite a variation between counties with regard to the completeness
of the TIGER files with a high of 58°/0 and a low of 0.26Y0. Figure 9 shows the percentage of
miles of filly addressed streets in the six-county area by county, after replacing TIGER data for
Cleburne and Etowah counties with the layers they provided. This was essentially the best
available street data for this region, and the starting point for extensive editing of these data. Not
depicted in these figures and tables are many inaccuracies beyond the simple presence or absence
of street attributes that required extensive editing and updating.
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Figure 8. Map of the initial six-county street layer with the streets categorized by street addressing status.

Table 3. Mileage of streets in pubiicly available TIGER files for the six-county area, listed by addressing
attribute status and county.

I
Street Miles Street Miles

County with Name and with Name but
Address Range No Address

Ramze

Calhoun 1334,96 432.56
Clay 3.83 493.68

Cleburne 16.04 479.73

Etowah 480.78 1360.33
St. Clair 151.31 751.38
Talladega 994.67 527.99

I 1

Total 2981.59 4045.68

Street Miles Total Street Percentage of
with No Name Miles Street Miles

or Address with Both Name
Ran~e and Address

523.24 2291.6 58.25
951.89 1449.4 0.26
907.87 1403.64 1.14
181.65 2022.76 23.77
714.27 1616.96 9.36
779.82 2302.49 43.2

4058.75 11086.85 26.89
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Figure 9. Percentage of miles of fidly addressed streets in the six-county area by county, including data sets provided by
Cleburne and Etowab counties.

Filling the Street Layer Data Gaps

Street name, address range, and zip code editing and updating was required to obtain an
improved street data layer on which to geocode the survey responses for emergency planning.
Obtaining local knowledge of the addressing in a county in the form of contacts, editing
assistance, dat~ and maps was essential to making meaningfid edits to the street layer.
Confidentiality procedures stipulated in the contract were an important factor in this process.
Materials varied significantly between the counties, from CAD files, toE911 map books and data,
to standard road maps. Afler a workshop attended by county personnel demonstrating the issues
and editing tools, two of the counties provided editing assistance with their own local staff. The
remaining four counties each provided assistance in the form of data and materials; however, it
was a significant project in itself to locate and obtain this information.

ArcView provides a variety of methods for geocoding. For this project, the “US Single
House with Zone Address Style” method was chosen because it takes advantage of the most
detailed tiormation in the TIGER data. The method uses both the street address and the zone
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(zip code) to locate an address. Using the zip code was essential to be able to distinguish
addresses for street names duplicated in different parts of the project area. For example, many
towns have a “Main Street” and the zip code can be used to distinguish between them. Ident@ing
accurate zip codes for streets was a challenge as there was not a reliable source of zip code
boundaries available. Zip code boundary layers provided with ArcView 3.1 and 3.2 were
compared. Individual zip code boundaries were considerably different, and at least one known
applicable zip code had been deleted from the ArcView 3.2 update. The U.S. Postal Service
ZIP+4 Code State Directory (U.S. Post Office, 2000) was the most reliable source to consult on
these issues. For each zip code, it lists all of the streets with their associated address ranges
divided by block.

CAD tiles and E911 map books provided by several counties were very beneficial for
updating street names and address ranges, but these did not contain zip codes. When adequate
maps or CAD lles were provided, they were used to validate the tiormation in TIGER. Where
these materials were not provided or were not available, commercial maps, road databases, and
web-based mapping programs were used to help identi@ street names and address ranges.

Improving Geocoding Accuracy

ArcView can geocode a certain percentage of addresses with default settings and raw
TIGER data. This match percentage can be raised or lowered by adjusting settings for minimum
match scores and spelling variation. With lower settings, more addresses can be rnatche& but
some can be given rncorrect locations. With higher settings, locations can be more accurate, but
the match percentages can be very disappointing. This project required a high degree of accuracy
in matching addresses, so it was necessary to better understand the ArcView geocoding algorithm
and edit the data accordingly.

ArcView geocoding requires that a street layer have fields broken up into address
components (Table 4) and that the components be placed in the correct fields for good geocoding
results (Table 5). Given an address to be matched, ArcView first standardizes it and breaks it into
parts that coincide with the address components in the street layer. Then a scoring method is
used to find the street that fits the address most closely. If the address components in the street
layer are out of positio~ then a lower score will result even if the address and street attributes
appear to match. For example, ArcView standardizes “101 West Point Dr” to “101 I W IPoint I
Dr” even though “West” maybe considered part of the street name.
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Table 4. Field names, definitions, and descriptions for the GIS street layer used in APT for geoeoding using the
ArcVlew “US Shwle House with Zone” method.

Field Name Data Type Description
I I

Fedirp char(2) Compass directions that appear as a prefix to the street address

Pre_Type char(4) Abbreviated street types that appear as a prefix to the street name

Fename char(30) Street name

Fetype char(4) Abbreviated street types that appear as a suflix to the street name

Fedirs Char(2) Compass directions that appear as a suilix to the street address

Fraddl Integer Beginning address number for the left si& of the street

Toadd.1 Integer Endirw address number for the left side of the street

Fraddr Integer Beginning address number for the right side of the street

Toaddr Integer Ending address number for the right si& of the street

ZipI char(5) Zip code for the Ietl side of the street

1 1

Zipr char(5) Zip code for the right side of the street
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Tatde 5. Examples of GIS street layer addressing fields with comments on data arrangement to match
ArcV]ew address standardization.

Fedirp Prety Fenam Fetype Fedirs Fraddl Toaddl Fraddr Toaddr Z&l +— — — . .

ES !?
N Main St. 100 198 101 199 36279 36279

This example is typical. Note that the left side addresses are even and the right side are odd. The directionthe
numbers ascend should appropriately match the direction in which the line coordinates are stored.

county Rd 1170 1388 36203

Line

This street is only addressed on one side, including the zip code.

I USHY I 431 I 14978 / 14614 I 14977 I 14613 I 36279 I 36279

Prefm types are used for numbered routes. The route number appears in the name field. Frequently used
abbrevi~tions with their meanings include: [, Interstate; USHY, ‘US Highway; STHY, State Highway; CORD,
County Highway or County Road; TWHY, Township Highway or Township Road.

I Ave 1A I I I 1191 I 1261 I 1192 I 1260 I 35160 I 35160

ArcView also includes Ave and Rd as prefm types.

Prairie 300 398 301 399 36279 36279

Creek

ArcVlew geocoding contlgumtion files include 62 street types. “Creek” is not one of these recognized street types,
so it is kept as part of the name and not abbreviated.

Malone Ln 1 179 2 180 35096 35096
Point

“Pt” is a standard street type for Point, but since there is already a street type, Point remains part of the name.

w I /Point I 100 / 198 I 101 I 199 ] 36279 ] 36279

“Pt” is a standard street type for Point, but since there is already a street type, Point remains part of the name.
Although “West Pointn maybe considered the name of a street, ArcView will look for the direction in the prefm
type field. Point is not moved to street type because there should always bean entry in the name field

There are two approaches to fixing this problem. The files that control address
standardization in ArcView can be edited (ESRI Technical Note, 1999), or the street data can be
organized to fit the defimlt standardization files provided with ArcView. The former approach
would have been problematic for the example give~ because it would affect the way other
addresses like” 101 W Main St” would be standardized and cause more problems than it would
solve. The latter approach was used for this project, and included extensive edits to the TIGER
data and designing the address editing tool to enforce ArcView standardization patterns.
Following this approach the example street would be coded with a prefix direction of “W and a
name of “Point” to accommodate the geocoding algorithm. One of the key editing changes was
to add a “Pre_type” field to the street layer and convert all numbered routes such as state
highways to use this field. For example, “105 State Highway 15“ would have a pre-type of
“ST~” ~d a n~e of” 15.”
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Another aspect to improving geocoding accuracy is usrng high quality addresses for
matching, which was also a challenge for many of the data tables compiled for the project. The
source materials contarned many incomplete addresses and misspelled street names. To assist in
detecting errors and standardizing these addresses, ZP4 software (Semaphore Corporation) was
obtained and used. The ZP4 program contains a national database of U. S. addresses, mail carrier
route numbers, and Zip+4 codes that are updated for subscribers quarterly. This approach of
using ZP4 or similar software to improve or prepare addresses for geocodrng has also been used
for other projects (Mills, 1999, Hodge, 1999).

Lessons Learned

A large amount of updating and editing of the street data layer was required for this
project to provide accurate geocoding of the survey response data. Cooperation of local
emergency organizations was a key to being able to fill data gaps and update the TIGER data
accurately. An accurate zip code boundary source and a more complete and accurate TIGER
street layer would have been extremely helpfid in this project. However, as the result of the
efforts to establish an accurate street base map, the six counties will be able to utilize an accurate
street data fde for a wide range of county activities beyond the initial scope of this emergency
planning program.

V. DOCUMENTATION AND TRAINING

The documentation of the APT system was designed to satis& two broad objectives: fist,
to provide relevant and easily accessible iniiormation in a sufficiently concise format to enable
users to quickly famiham“ e themselves with each aspect of the system and secon& to provide
enough idormation to be used for training purposes once the system had been fi.dly developed and
installed on client systems. To serve both objectives, it was decided to produce the documentation
both m the form of an electronic help file and in hard copy format. The RoboHELP system
produced by BlueSky Software, which produces Windows-style help files with a range of printing
options, was used to document the GIS planning tool.

Features of the RoboHELP Help Authoring Tool

RoboHELP is an authoring package specifically designed for producing Microsofi
WinHelp help systems for Windows 3.x, 95, 98, and NT. The help file can be designed authored
&striiute& and printed as a standalone document using this software. The software uses
Microsoft Word as the host text editor and includes all the iimctionality contained in this word
processor. Word is used to develop topics, hotspot links, and buttons in Word text. Full-text
searches of related topics are possible, together with browse sequences for particular topics,
window designs that can be customize~ and topic links that can be visually represented.
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A major advantage of the software is that a table of contents is created automatically as
the help file is developed. Multilevel indexes can also be developed and keywords added as the
help file is developed. Both the table of contents and the index can be routinely accessed by the
user to aid in understanding the APT system.

Images can be directly imported into RoboHELP, edited and used to create hotspot
(SHED) images. Screen-captured images can also be imported directly into the Word tiles
created in RoboHELP, either in BMP form or as JPEG files that are then converted to BMP
format.

Components of the Help File

The APT help file, which is under development, contains a variety of information to enable
the user to quickly understand the system as well as to place the tool in the context m which it
was developed. General aspects of the CSEP program are descrii~ together with the role of
FEMA in local CSEPP planning. Information is also provided on the surveys that were used to
collect data on individuals with disabilities, including examples of the survey instruments,
descriptions of sampling methodologies, and general survey features, such as response rates.

The help file contains an overview of the development of the interfhce, together with a
description of the objectives of the software, its relevance to issues f%cedby CSEPP emergency
planners, and the adaptability to other areas of emergency planning, including tornadoes,
hurricanes, and floods.

Hardware and software requirements for successful installation and operation of the
software are fully described in the help file, together with software installation procedures,
including a “getting started section and a section on connecting to ORACLE, the database host
software. A system administration section is included, outlining procedures for maintaining SUN,
UNIX, and APT accounts, together with administrative procedures for backing up ORACLE
&tabases.

A key section of the help file describes tools and procedures for updating the various GIS
layers as new information becomes available on the spatial configuration of streets. Precisely how
users should geocode, edit, and display this information in ArcView is descriid. while the APT
tool already rncludes a large amount of current information in the ArcView street layer, these data
maintenance procedures will allow additional data collected in subsequent years to be added to
the database.

A second key section descriies the reports generated by ArcView containing emergency
event-specific planning data and maps. These reports include data on each of the data tables
indicated in Table 1.
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An overview of the Census TIGER files is also rncluded, together with descriptions of
each of the ORACLE data tables, including field names, descriptions, and field lengths.

Training

At the conclusion of the system development, each of the seven EMAs (state and county)
will receive training in the use, data maintenance, and system administration of the system.
Training for users of the APT will be provided to the EMAs only upon delivery of the system
making it important that the tool be accompanied with a highly usable help system that would
allow fbture users to be able train themselves. An important objective of the documentation for
the GIS tool was to allow enough flexibility in the help system to provide on-line help for trained
users, sufficient information for printed documentation, and a usable tool for training new users.
Emergency planners in rural counties often have very limited resources available to them and also
experience relatively high staff turnover rates, meaning that all the advantages of the system
would not be fidly realized unless the help system is usable, relevant and sufficiently informative.

VII. CONCLUSION

GIS is particularly suitable for emergency planning work because such a variety of
otherwise unrelated information must be considered when making contingency plans. The
capability for easily and intuitively relating street intersections, special needs of the populatio~
and available resources, such as stored food, is the unique strength of GIS-based systems. The
greatest challenge facing designers and users of such systems is the lack of available spatial data
of sufficient accuracy and completeness, but this challenge can be met with the right tools and
resources.
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